
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Midori Moments 
 
May 26 - Benefit Recital 
 
The Midori Moments program opened with a benefit recital where Midori performed a selection 
of Bach's sonatas and partitas for solo violin. The event was held at the Amphitheatre of the Hong 
Kong Academy for Performing Arts (HKAPA), a 600-seat capacity hall next to our office here in 
Hong Kong which was completely sold out for our event. We had 25 sponsors along with our 
Friends' Committee members and their guests which made up 200 of our VIP guests, and their 
sponsorship provided entry for 400 members of the public including local students, students of 
the HKAPA, and members of partner non-profit organisations.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 



 
 
Although the Bach pieces are known for how exacting they are for both the performer and 
audience, we were stunned by how attentive and captivated even the youngest of audience 
members were. A VIP cocktail reception as well as a public Meet & Greet session was held after 
the recital. For the VIP cocktail reception, over 100 guests joined Midori on stage and had the 
opportunity to meet with her. About 100 members of the public proceeded to a separate venue 
to await Midori and she was able to sign autographs and personally greet every single one of 
them at the end of the evening.  
 
May 27 - Workshop & Master Class 
 

 
 
An additional education dimension was included in the Midori Moments program and for this we 
engaged with both Arts With the Disabled Association Hong Kong (ADAHK) [with the help of 



Community Art Network, led by ACC grantee Grace Cheng] and the HKAPA to present a 
workshop and master class on May 27. 
 
The workshop was held for musicians with disabilities, selected by ADAHK and provided the 
chance for 7 outstanding local musicians with disabilities to receive instruction from Midori. The 
teachers of the musicians were also invited to observe the class, so that it would bolster their 
continuing work with the musicians and provide a greater impact. The workshop was a 
tremendous success, and it was apparent that the musicians were more confident after the 
workshop. 
 

 
 
The Master Class was held for violin students of the HKAPA and Midori worked with four violinists 
over a 2-hour period as well. Students who were not selected for the Master Class (the selection 
was done by HKAPA) were invited to sit in and observe the class. Midori worked very closely with 
the violinists, encouraging them to explore the music with her together and delve into the more 
abstract elements of each piece that they performed so that they would transcend technique and 
elevate their performance. The Master Class was an impressive display of not only Midori's 
tremendous abilities as an educator, but also the technical ability of the HKAPA students.  
 
May 28 - School Visit  
 

 



 
Seeking to reach out to a wider community and share the joy of music, we organised a visit to a 
local primary school, again with the help of Community Art Network. The school that was 
selected is the Fresh Fish Traders' School which is primary school with mostly underserved 
children attending that has become famous in Hong Kong due to its principal who was able to 
keep the school running despite several government attempts to close the school.  Midori 
conducted a lively 20-minute presentation and demonstration on the violin and music for four 
classes (two classes of Primary 4, and one class of Primary 5 and 6) during the day. As most of the 
children have not encountered classical music or the violin, they were immensely curious and 
enraptured when Midori played a few short pieces during the presentation. She shared with them 
about her background, how she started in violin performance, and also introduced the different 
parts of the violin to the children.  
 
It was an incredible privilege to have been able to witness these children becoming inspired by 
the violin and this encounter with Midori.  
 


